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Preserving Identity through Language 
 

 
Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 
G 784 مF9 أه+* E1"%4, آ!CB ة "BاA ة ا"@?ون ا=>+!%;): آ9)  784 إ.- م5 34 12%ع ا"! أة إ.- أه+* ()' آ!%ن: ا"! أة

-H(1IJE"ا .*Kع آ!%ن آ9)  مLMLم -H(1IJE"ا GE1"ا ,-) N+4 ,س%سQا Lه GE1"ا -HNC ,Rت اث '(!JNك تB4 -+.أ Lك , شB4
أ.L ا"GE1 ا"H(1IJE- أ.% , مK!% آ%ن ()' ه[ ة ;H% 4\م XC% أو BHX4ا أو 4\ي مX%ن (- ا"N%"*, مK!% تZ ب, آ9) , تJN!)' ا"LXJEر

(1IJE"س ة اQا ^J; 7]C لL`4GE1"ااaK4 -!Hأن ت :(H..:ZJ"%4.. GE1"ا L.أ b 4 c(@C%; -J"س ا%H"ا dN4 ^J; 7+N4 %.%(أ.% آ9)  أح
-4 ; bL4وأم' ; 4)' وأ :(4 N"ا :ZJ"5 ا) N4 .*Kا آ9)  مaآ9)  أس%س, ه :(4 N"ا :ZJ"ت , ا%ZJ"ا ^J"ا :)%Mإ %K!JN+4 -J"ا"9%.): ا

GE1"ا .B("%`+"دات وا%N"ث%4+, ا %H; دات%; -)*"%N"ا -) -<L"LHX+"و ا -!JN"ر اL1+"ا Lش c; hH"ا dZ4 :i34 (- . ' وم س
:iوراس %H; bدL<Lأش)%ء ث%4+' م ,:(H(1IJE"ا :JE1"وأم ا :(H(1IJE"ا :JE1"ا L+I4l -H(1IJE"ب اL9"ف اLآ9)  أ.% 784 أش . L.ا

%Hا ت اثaه ,%H+]K" ه%ي ,%H((.%nه%ي أ .X84 %.أ %KJد ا"@%م آF4 ىL+Iم ^J;c(1IJ) ن%Hp" %CرLس c; - , qi4 qخQ%4 34
c(1IJ) ,%H+CLا هaه L.Q ,Fًtأ ^IH+4 *; %H+CLوه.b 4 ق I+4 *; -J"ا :CLK"ا  ,c(1IJE" 5م Q س%pJ"ا اaه L.س , أ%pJ"ا اaه

%H"ق...إ I(4 *; اLJآ %Hس, ت اث%p" cم, م%Nv cم ,cم..'(J; w)%8. %Hإح L.أ *Kم  (ا آ9aه -HNC -"%+"%p) .Mإl :)%.. x<ي أرB4
:(4 N"ا :ZJ"ع اLMLم ^J; Bوأآ ,b 4 ة <%Kرج أو م%i"ا -) 4 ة :@C%; :(4 ; أس ة Gآ ^J; 7]C -J"ا :(4 N"ا :ZJ"ا , FN) %K.إ

%KA%H4وأ %K"%EvQ :(4 N"ا :ZJ"ا *(JNت ^J; zوت آ *JNت .*Kا آ9)  مaه . :Z" أو :Cz(J].إ :Z" ر آ9)  ح}%ري أ.- أ.% أ; فL1ت
:(I. )مQا -+Z" ^I.أ l R(K" :)%M34 إ   .  

 

 

 

English translation: 

 
Woman: As a director of the Department of Social Affairs, I very much like … to care not only 
for the women’s sector  --  I also like to care for the Palestinian child. The Palestinian child is a 
very important subject, you know. I mean the child is the foundation.  What do you want to teach 
him?  Do you want to teach him the tradition?  Do you want to teach him the folklore, no matter 
how exiled he is, no matter how many émigrés we have in American, or in Canada, or in any 
place in the world.  The Palestinian child, I say … the Palestinian family must develop … 
develop in this child the language.  I sometimes reproach some of the people who are living 
outside [Palestine] that the child does not know the Arabic language -- and his mother is Arab 
and his father is Arab. This is very important: the Arabic language is a very great foundation, in 
addition to the other languages the child learns.  The norms and traditions … firm and rooted, 
regardless of scientific and technological developments in the world, but there are things we 
have that are firm and rooted … I very much like to see the Palestinian dress; the Palestinian girl 
is wearing it, and the mother of the Palestinian girl. -- that this is our tradition; this is our accent; 
these are our songs.  On the level of all of Belaad Al-Sham -- I speak of Syria, Lebanon, 
Palestine, but particularly [the] Palestinian, because this is our identity. And our identity, which 
is being forgotten, initially, which is being stolen … that this dress … no, this not of Palestine. 
This is our dress.  All of our tradition is being stolen -- dress, food -- thus, it is very … important 
that we preserve it. In addition to ... I would like to return to and reemphasize the subject of the 
Arabic language … .  The Arabic language, which every Arab family living outside must teach 
… and focus on teaching of Arabic to its children and sons. This is very important.  It is a very 



civilized development if I know the English language or the French language, but, in addition to 
that, I do not forget my mother language.  
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